Products from Akron Dispersions, Inc. Akron, OH, USA now available in India.
High quality aqueous dispersions and emulsions for latex rubber, adhesives and coatings

**PRODUCTS**

**Dispersions**
- Antioxidants
  - Bostex 24-50% Wingstay L Dispersion
  - Bostex 346-50% AO 2246 Dispersion
  - Bostex 379A-50% Agerite Resin MA Dispersion
  - Bostex 537-50% Irganox 1010 Dispersion

- Accelerators
  - Bostex 417-40% DPG Dispersion
  - Bostex 497B-50% ZDBC Dispersion
  - Bostex 553B-50% MBT Dispersion
  - Bostex 552-50% TMTD Dispersion
  - Bostex 561-50% ZDEC Dispersion

- Vulcanizers
  - Bostex 378-50% Sulphur Dispersion
  - Bostex 410-68% Sulphur Dispersion

- Activators
  - Bostex 422-60% Zinc Oxide Dispersion

- Pigments
  - Bostex 497D-60% Titanium Dioxide Dispersion

- Foam Additives
  - Bostex 580A-60% SSM Dispersion
  - Bostex 830 - Cure dispersion for Talalay Process Foam
  - Bostex 841 - Cure Dispersion for Dunlop Process Foam

- Miscellaneous
  - Bostex 768-45% Zinc Stearate

**Emulsions**
- Antioxidants
  - Bostex 362A-50% Wingstay L/DTDSTDP synergist
  - Bostex 759-50% Wingstay 29/DTDSTDP
  - Bostex 732-50% Wingstay L/DTDTP synergist
  - Bostex 757-50% Wingstay/Emulsion-low cost

- Stabilizers/Soaps
  - Bostex 722-25% Potassium Laurate
  - Bostex 248-10% Ammonium Caseinate
  - Bostex 764-17% Potassium Oleate
  - Bostex 771-35% Potassium Ricinoleate

- Plicitizer
  - Bostex 725-50% Mineral Oil Emulsion

- Additives for Field Latex
  - Bostex 773-50% TMTD/ZnO Dispersion
  - Bostex 552-50% TMTD Dispersion
  - Bostex 422-60% Zinc Oxide Dispersion

**Product Advantages**
- Manufacturing plant is ISO 9001:2008 with Design
- Particle size analysis by laser diffraction technology
- State of the art manufacturing & testing equipment
- Product development & latex expertise available
- Custom Services for your chemical additives
- Sampling program available
- Large volume discounts available
- Finer particle size means less ingredients could be added to formulation
- High solids, high activity
- Applications in medical gloves, condoms, latex tubing, adhesives, coatings & miscellaneous dipped products

**Authorised Agents:**

**RACHANA RUBBER CHEMICALS DIVISION**
433/2, Pune Nasik Road, Kasarwadi, Pune 411 034, INDIA
Telephone: +91-20-27125019, 271225622, Fax: +91-20-27125622
rachana.rubber@gmail.com www.rachana rubber.com